CREATING SPACE BY OPTIMIZING SAP LICENSES

T-Systems License Value Case for SAP Landscapes: Build transparency and take advantage of the potential for your SAP transformation with our attractive offer.

SPECIAL PRICE €4,900
How do you manage your SAP spending? What about your SAP licensing contracts? How do you make sure you're compliant? How can you adjust your SAP licensing contracts to upcoming SAP S/4HANA® migration projects?

Businesses spend millions each year on their SAP systems. SAP licensing is complex, and expenses are difficult to manage. Lack of insight can lead to uncertainty in legal compliance and obligations, and to excessive spending on unused licenses and software. How well do you understand your current SAP licensing situation?

Get an overview with our exciting offer:
T-Systems License Value Case for SAP Landscapes at the special price of €4,900

You can achieve up to 30% cost savings and every asset pays for itself. The money you save can be profitably invested, for example, by switching license models or in the hub at SAP S/4HANA®.

Our offer

Prep workshop
- Assessment of existing licenses, licensing models, and unique features of your SAP landscape
- Clarification of technical requirements and preparation of transfer to target system for the software optimizer for SAP SOS from Snow Software
- Definition of next steps

Performing the predefined system scan

Wrap-up
- Joint evaluation and validation of the collected data and information
- Target/actual analysis
- Findings
- Creation of a license value case

Workshop results
- Transparency regarding the effective use of system licenses (user basis and digital use)
- Compliant/Non-Compliant
- Identify savings potential
- Recommendation for a license model for migration to SAP S/4HANA® or cloud
- Recommendations for action
- Presentation of the value case
- Coordination of follow-up activities

Depending on the results of your value case, you can define your next steps, e.g., implementing automated license management with Snow SOS, taking advantage of SAP Value Consulting to define your SAP S/4HANA® transformation roadmap, or implementation of your SAP S/4HANA® project.

Your benefits

You can achieve:
- Up to 30% savings in SAP licensing
- 72% reduction in your SAP systems’ downtimes
- 32% reduction of project costs, on average

Contact
T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
www.t-systems.com/contact
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